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Geoportals & view services 
– where is the cartographer?

A workshop in Lund, Sweden, on 5-6 May 2011 focused on:

• Possibilities and problems related to web cartography

• Requirements and solutions of the handling of web services 

from cartographic aspects

• Needs for further research and developments

- 28 participants

- 2 invited speakers

- 10 presentations

- Group discussions

Some outcomes are reported in this presentation



Types of web maps

•Analytic web maps

•Animated web maps

•Collaborative web maps

•Customisable web maps

•Distributed web maps

•Dynamically related web maps – hyper maps

• Interactive web maps

•Online atlases

•Personalized web maps

•Real-time web maps

•Static web maps

•Temporal web maps



Some advantages with web mapping

• Easier to deliver updated information

• Possible to combine distributed data sources

• Possible to make maps meeting specific – personalized –
needs

• Enable collaborative mapping

• Support hyperlinking to other information on the web

• Easy to integrate multimedia in 
and with web maps

• Opens up for 3D

• Promotes crowd sourcing



Some problematic issues

• Reliability

• Quality and accuracy

• Copyright

• Privacy

• Cartographic aspects 

– how to improve mapping within the framework of

loosely coupled, distributed web services

– limited screen space

– human-computer interaction

– new user groups with new behaviours



Lack of formal description of cartography
- Service configuration today

Barend Köbben, ITC, The Netherlands



Towards automatic mapping in services 
environment



A formal specification language

• Not a service configuration file, for example based on SLD

• Not a traditional map specification (e.g. specification for a 

topographic map)

• Instead we need a formalised specification focussing on 

information output, which

- defines an outcome using a formal (declarative) language

- allows degrees of freedom (e.g. ranges of acceptable values)

- in a controlled and consistent manner



Eye-movements and map interaction

• Eye-tracking is surprisingly little used in cartography

• Recent developments have made eye-tracking cheaper and easier to us

• Eye-tracking research requires a solid background in experimental 

psychology and statistics

Marcus Nyström, Lund University, Sweden









Cartographic challenge of covisualisation



Symbolisation methods

Label placement methods

Conflation methods

Generalisation methods

Lars Harrie, Lund University, Sweden

Adding cartographic functionality to the portal



Anders Söderman, GISassistANS AB, Sweden



Lars Harrie, Lund University, Sweden



Adding cartographic functionality to the client

Symbolisation methods

Label placement methods

Conflation methods

Generalisation methods





Prototype: Opencarto viewer

https://sourceforge.net/projects/opencarto/



Beat Tschanz, Swisstopo, Switzerland 



Screen and backdrop mapping

Thomas Ellett, Statens Kartverk, Norway 



Charley Glynn, Ordnance Survey, UK



Anders Ek, Lantmäteriet, Lantmäteriet, Sweden



NMAs has been succesfull in 

applying new technology. 

But now they also have to 

come back to cartography.



Using the cloud for enhancing performance

Tim Martin, Ordnance Survey, UK



Tim Martin, Ordnance Survey, UK



Web-Infrastructure procurement using 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) >> Cloud 
Computing

past today

• Risk on on short term request 

increase (e.g. press releases)

• Over capacity costs money

• Infrastructure easily scalable

• «pay as you go»

Beat Tschanz, Swisstopo, Switzerland 



Cloud Infrastructure of Swisstopo

Beat Tschanz, Swisstopo, Switzerland 
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Mash-up 
A

Mash-up 
B

Can we trust the data? 

Do the user at all reflects this question? 

Hawani Idris, University of Nottingham, UK 



Summary of outcome from the workshop

• Basic cartographic principles are still valid – but integrate knowledge 
from cartography with ICT and other sciences such as human 
interaction (e.g. eye-tracking) and make use of new technology, e.g. 
hyper-linking

• Portrayal rules and symbology should be a candidate for INSPIRE 
registers

• Establish harmonised national scale independent 
base map for backdrop mapping adjusted to the 
INSPIRE data specifications (with focus on data 
themes within Annex I & II)



Important outcome from the workshop (2)

• Use open standards, e.g.
- PostGIS for storing data
- Geoserver/Mapserver for for data distribution
- Open Layers/QuantumGIS for the clients

• Provide a national specification for screen maps with alternative styles 
for web services presented by thin clients
- front, middle, background 

• Establish production processes where traditional 
cartographic steps (done in Adobe or similar systems) 
are automated as far as possible. This demands 
rich map formats.



Important research areas

• Establishment of a formal specification language to describe 
cartographic solutions

• 3D map portrayal

• Interfaces and technical solutions

• Multiple representation and automatic generalisation,
including models for real time automatic generalisation

• Models for measurement of quality and 
reliability due to details over time

• Development of new generation of web
clients that take care of what they display

• The role of the Geodata portal and the
different geodata stakeholders



The users knowledge

A few pixels, but you see 

what it is?



The users knowledge


